Excel Formula Crash Course

Master Excel Formulas in 31 Days
In this...

- Topics of the course
- How it works
- What to expect at the end
- Pricing Details
- How to Join?
Module 1: Formula Basics

- Absolute vs. Relative References
- Using Named Ranges
- IF Formula
- Counting Formulas
- Summing Formulas
- How to Write & Edit Formulas Efficiently
Module 2: Lookup Formulas

- VLOOKUP & HLOOKUP Formulas
- MATCH Formula
- INDEX Formula
- INDEX + MATCH Combination
- Advanced Lookup Scenarios
Module 3: Text Formulas

- & Operator and CONCATENATE Formula
- LEFT, MID & RIGHT Formulas
- FIND, REPLACE, SUBSTITUTE Formulas
- LOWER, UPPER, PROPER Formulas
- TEXT Formula
- REPT Formula
Module 4: Date & Time Formulas

- Working with Dates
- WEEKDAY Formulas
- Converting Dates from Text
- Working Day Related Formulas
Module 5: Advanced Formulas

- ROW, COLUMN Formulas
- SMALL, LARGE Formulas
- SUMPRODUCT Formula
- OFFSET Formula
- 3D References
- Table Formulas & Structural References
Module 6: More Formulas

- Using Formulas with Conditional Formatting
- IFERROR & ISERROR Formulas
- What to do if a formula shows up error
- Formula Auditing
Course Format

Each Day 1 video
10-15 minutes
Supporting Excel Files
Frequent Homework
How is it delivered?

- By email
- You get one email per week for next 6 weeks
- Can repeat the lessons if needed
At the end...

- You will be familiar with more than 40 formulas
- You will be able to use right formulas for any occasion
- You can take on any data / situation with confidence
- You won't be scared
How much is the course?

View only Option - $31
- View each lesson online
- Download example workbooks
- Access valid for one year

Download Option - $62
- View & Download HD lessons
- Download example workbooks
- Access valid forever
- Bonus: Formula Toolbox
  *(Learn formulas interactively)*
How to Join?

Visit http://chandoo.org/wp/training-programs/formula-crash-course/

Click here to join
Questions?!?

- Email me at chandoo.d@gmail.com
- Or Call me at
  - +1 206 792 9480
  - +91 814 262 1090
Thank you